e paradigm for healthcare is not only transforming from hospital-oriented treatments to individually centered prevention but also extending its scope from diseaseoriented to wellness-centered. One of the key requirements for care of entire life is to detect health and wellness status accurately and sustainably in various life scenarios [1] .
A variety of technologies are currently used to track a person's health and wellness status.
ey include electrodes, optical sensors, strain gauges, ultrasound devices, etc., each of which has some drawbacks in terms of user experiences such as comfort and convenience or its performance, more specifically, accuracy. e objective of emerging unobtrusive sensing technology is to enable sustainable tracking of physical activities and behaviors, as well as physiological and biochemical parameters during daily life, while ensuring accuracy. is may also include estimating health-related indexes that are difficult to measure unobtrusively by using a combination of various physiological signals measured in a noninvasive and unobtrusive manner.
e person being monitored would not even notice the existence of the sensing device or procedure [2] . Unobtrusive sensing technologies, which can be implemented in the form of wearables and IoT devices, may be a good solution for the future lifecare, but there is a difficulty in deriving useful information from low-quality signals [3, 4] . e goal of this special issue is to share cutting-edge research and applications on unobtrusive sensing solutions such as sensors, devices, and signal processing algorithms. For this, the editorial team focused on the core technologies that could contribute to the implementation of possible future unobtrusive lifecare devices and identified the seven representative manuscripts submitted to the special issue.
is special issue includes 1 review paper and 6 research papers on state-of-the-art health sensing technologies that are being studied and developed for lifecare. In the review article entitled "Current Status and Prospects of HealthRelated Sensing Technology in Wearable Devices," J. Cho investigated the healthcare-sensing functions of current commercially available wrist-wearable devices and their technological limitations and prospects. In the article entitled "Noise-Robust Heart Rate Estimation Algorithm from Photoplethysmography Signal with Low Computational Complexity," J. Shin and J. Cho applied noise robust oscillator-based adaptive notch filter algorithm to trace the heart rate frequency in low signal-to-noise ratio PPG signal. In the article entitled "Quantitative Assessment of Autonomic Regulation of the Cardiac System," J. K. Wu et al. described a systematic method for the quantitative assessment of autonomic cardiac system regulation based on homeostasis and probabilistic graphic model using physiological parameters. 
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